Now at your Fingertips...at NO Additional Cost!

2 Million Listings and 4 Million Photos

• You Don’t Have to Learn Anything New!
• TheMLS.com will Continue to Look the Same
• You Only Need to Pay ONE MLS Fee
• All you Have to Do is Maintain your Membership with The MLS®/CLAW, and Encourage your Peers to Join!

TIP: To search for listings outside CLAW’s areas, use one of the following criteria
Address, APN #, MLS #, City, or Zip Code

Visit TheMLS.com and gain access to CARETS:
The Southern California Aggregated Listing Database representing:

CRISnet Regional MLS
i-Tech MLS
The MLS®/CLAW
MRMLS (including Greater South Bay)
SoCal MLS

• Desert MLS (to join March 2009)
• Residential Income & Land property types for the MLS’s outside the CLAW area will be available by January 2009.

Call or Visit TheMLS.com for more information (310) 358-1833.